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How do I track my services

The Trausty Dashboard was designed to provide you with comprehensive visibility into all 

your operations, presented in a user-friendly tool. This dashboard can be customized by 

sorting each column or applying filters to specific data using the available fields

Sorting can be applied to each of the available columns, except for 'Chats.'

A service reference is a unique code generated by Trausty - The Port Advisor, allowing the 

user to pinpoint a specific service. The key data presented under 'Ship,' 'Port,' 'Service Type,' 

'ETA,' 'Status,' and 'Vendor' o�ers insights into ongoing or completed services for the user."



You can apply filters based on 'Service Type,' 'Service Status,' 'ETA Date' (by month), and/or 

'Service Reference.' Once you've identified the service you want to track, simply click on the 

'Service Reference' to access more details.

In this section, you will have the ability to track the end-to-end experience of your 

operations, from 'Service Requested' to 'Completed.' This data is presented through six 

di�erent tabs: 'General,' 'Events,' 'Documents,' 'Assigned Operators,' 'Payments,' and 'Chat.

'General' tab contains basic information submitted by the buyer during the service request, 

including details such as service type, ETA, vessel, and vendor.

Events' tab provides a step-by-step overview of each stage in the process, capturing updates 

generated by both buyers and vendors. This includes changes such as ETA updates or the 



assignment of a service to a specific operator.

Events are categorized into two types:

Automatic Events:

a. Email Notifications, which suggest status updates, new requests, or payment reminders for 

completed services.

b. Alerts, indicating pending documentation or upcoming request expiration.

Triggered Events:

a. Status Updates, triggered by the upload of documentation or a pending invoice.

b. Port Entry Letters, which are based on the vendor's assignment of an operator for the 

service. We'll delve into this in more detail in the tutorial.

Documents' tab displays all information uploaded for the service, typically involving 

uploads from both buyers and vendors.

Within the 'Documents' tab, you can track the name of the document uploaded, who 

uploaded it, and the upload date. Additionally, you will find two distinct options:

a. 'Upload' symbol enables users to add any additional information that needs to be recorded 

for the service. For instance, this could include any extra costs incurred by the vendor during 

the operation.

b. 'View' allows users to preview and download the uploaded document. These documents 

can encompass service details or even proof of delivery, indicating the successful completion 

of the service.



The 'Assigned Operators' section is designed to specify the team member responsible for 

overseeing the operations. This individual will be in charge of the operation from its start to 

its completion status.

For vendors, you can click on 'Assign' to select the person in charge of the operations.

As you may recall from the Account Settings Tutorial, the administrator is responsible for 

configuring the company's details, including user accounts and vehicles. After inviting 

operators and verifying their emails, you can click on the available drop-down menus and 

make your selections.

Once you've chosen the operator(s) and vehicle(s) to be used, click 'Assign.' You can select 

more than one operator, but you must designate one as the primary responsible for the 

operation.



After clicking the 'Assign' button, you will return to the 'Assigned Operators' tab to review the 

input information. You can always click on the 'Actions' button with options to 'Edit' or 'Trash' 

to modify or delete an operator from the list.

Remember, if there is more than one team member, one must be designated as the 

responsible leader of the group.

Now, the team members you have assigned will receive an automatic notification with the 

necessary details to track and complete the requested service. To proceed, operators need to 

download the Trausty - The Port Advisor App, available for both IOS and Android.

"Click on 'Request Letter' to receive an automatic port of entry pass generated from the data 

input during the service.

In the 'Payments' section, after the operator has successfully uploaded the proof of delivery,

the service status will change to 'Pending Invoice Upload.' At this point, the vendor is 

expected to upload the commercial invoice.

Under 'Purchase Order,' you will find the details of the price established when the service was 

requested, including local taxes and the Trausty service fee (5% of the total service price).

Click on 'Upload Invoice' (Vendor Only).



After completing these steps, you will return to the main menu, and the buyer who requested 

the service will receive a notification indicating that the service status has changed to 

"Invoice Uploaded.

As a buyer, you can click on the 'Review Invoice' link sent to your email or access the 

'Payments' section. Verify that all the information is correct by reviewing or downloading the

vendor's invoice, and then proceed to make the payment.

1.  "Upload Invoice"
2.  "Type Invoice Number"
3.  "Confirm Payment Terms"
4.  Click "Upload"


